E-mailing Albert

Selina Tusitala Marsh

There’s no pictures on the door. I need pictures on the door!
My mokopuna wears Nike.
How come nobody laughs around here? I don’t think they like me.
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Maybe they’re scared of me. Have you made them scared of me?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Maybe they think I’m here because of Equity. Am I here because of Equity?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Did they push me through because of you?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Have they pushed me out because of you?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Do they think I’m gonna spit the “R” word at them in the staffroom?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
There’s nobody like me. No one’s doing this kind of thing.
My mokopuna wears Nike.
There are no windows in this place. Can’t breathe.
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Can’t even think. Do they think I can’t think? Am I starting to think like them?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
How’d you do it? For 20 years! How?
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Can’t do this. It’s just too hard.
My mokopuna wears Nike.
Why? Why? Why does he wear Nike?!
Just Do It.